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Abstract: Suspicious pre- and post-activity detection in crowded places is essential as many suspicious
activities may be carried out by culprits. Usually, there will be installations of surveillance cameras.
These surveillance cameras capture videos or images later investigated by authorities and post-
event such suspicious activity would be detected. This leads to high human intervention to detect
suspicious activity. However, there are no systems available to protect valuable things from such
suspicious incidents. Nowadays machine learning (ML)- and deep learning (DL)-based pre-incident
warning alarm systems could be adapted to monitor suspicious activity. Suspicious activity prediction
would be based on human gestures and unusual activity detection. Even though some methods based
on ML or DL have been proposed, the need for a highly accurate, highly precise, low-false-positive
and low-false-negative prediction system can be enhanced by hybrid or enhanced ML- or DL-based
systems. This proposed research work has introduced an enhanced convolutional neural network
(ECNN)-based suspicious activity detection system. The experiment was carried out and the results
were claimed. The results are analyzed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
tool. The results showed that the mean accuracy, mean precision, mean false-positive rate, and
mean false-negative rate of suspicious activity detections were 97.050%, 96.743%, 2.957%, and 2.927%
respectively. This result was also compared with the convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithm.
This research work can be applied to enhance the pre-suspicious activity alert security system to
avoid risky situations.

Keywords: closed-circuit television; convolutional neural network; enhanced CNN; shooting and
stealing activity; suspicious activity; suspicious action detection

1. Introduction

Suspicious-events or human-beings’-behavior detection is part of a video or image
surveillance system and this will have potential and added advantage for surveillance and
forensic identification systems. In addition, it helps the manual power investigation time
in the detection of criminal activity incidents and makes it an automated one [1]. Systems
have been introduced for pickpocket event detection as proactive incident detection to
reduce the cost of security claims. This has been experimented with from a shopping mall
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dataset with steps like tracking pedestrians, computation of features, and recognition of
pickpockets. In today’s world pre-suspicious and pre-criminal activity has to be identified
as the impact of such incidents leads to damage of assets and threat to the safety of
humans [2]. In this work, the authors required the detection of proactive incidents to
decrease the cost of security incidents. A method was imposed to carry out pickpocket
behavior identification with track-based features for a crowded shopping mall. A dataset
of more than 20 pickpocket incident cases was validated with an experiment by using
a top-down approach for transferring features-based knowledge into rules. The results
were gathered with the help of the false alarm rate. This concept is applied in many
research-based applications related to suspicious-activity detection, pickpocket detection,
chain-snatch-event detection, and other social-security detection including criminal-activity
detection. Work was carried out to deploy a mechanism using deep learning for real-time
suspicious activities like assaults, snatching of chains, and burglaries on video surveillance
datasets [3]. This would be applied in real-world suspicious activity detection. Work
was carried out with a multi-camera dataset to recognize the activities of humans from
a dataset with labeled behavior. Three methods are used for suspicious-human-activity
detection: human detection by background subtraction, feature extraction by CNN, and
activity detection by discriminative deep belief network (DDBN) [4].

Nearly 50 research papers were published in various journals and conferences on
the concept of suspicious-activity detection in video surveillance systems for different
applications. Research work was discussed on the detection of handguns in luggage
bags [5]. This work identified a solution for detecting gun-based crimes with surveillance
footage by frame-by-frame checking. In this work, a deep neural network (DNN) model
was introduced. Some authors described a suspicious-activity detection system for video
surveillance using the CNN algorithm [6]. This work discussed a better solution than
a manual closed-circuit television (CCTV) camera accident-monitoring system. A fully
automated system for human-suspicious-action monitoring was developed with the ML
technique. An experiment was carried out with normal and abnormal activity. The best
finding of this work is that of work for a suspicious-activity detection network using ML for
video surveillance [7]. A neural network (NN) based image and computer vision solution
was introduced to penetrate video or image-based human suspicious activity. This work
provides a solution to monitoring suspicious activities in airports, banks, shopping malls,
schools, etc. Suspicious monitoring of human activities is essential since there may be
damage to things and assaults on human beings. Works related to suspicious activities are
discussed in references [3,5,6].

Even though there is a considerable quantity of suspicious-activity detections in
different fields throughout the world, still there is a lacuna. Since no sophisticated solution
with automation of suspicious-activity detection is available, there is a need to introduce
efficient suspicious-activity detection with automation systems in video surveillance. A
considerable number of works by the authors have been carried out with DL and ML
algorithms. The core objective of this work is to introduce an enhanced-CNN-based
suspicious-human-activity detection technique and compare its performance measures,
such as mean accuracy, mean precision, mean false-positive rate, and mean-false-negative
rate, with existing machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) algorithms to warrant
the novelty of the proposed approach.

The research work has identified novel suspicious-action detection from the video
surveillance dataset. In this work, the ECNN algorithm has been coined to support
suspicious-action detection with a surveillance video dataset. The ECNN is an improved
CNN algorithm and the LeakyReLU layer has been inserted to predict suspicious action
effectively. The experiment was conducted with the ECNN algorithm for a considerable
count of time and performances were noted. Later analysis has been set with the SPSS tool
and graph builder alongside independent t-sample tests with their parameters inferred.
The performance measures such as accuracy, precision, false positive, and false negative
have been noted.
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The outline of this work is as follows. Section 2 is a survey of various methods
and techniques used for suspicious-action detection. Section 3 discusses the developed
proposed method, its working mechanism, and performance-parameter evaluation with the
SPSS analysis tool. Further results of this work are discussed in Section 4. The discussion
explains and compares with existing work under Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is given
in Section 6 with future work.

2. Related Works

Some work has been done to discuss the detailed study of suspicious-activity detection
in video surveillance. This review will be elaborating on the applications, methods, and
techniques. A study was carried out related to public-transport-area suspicious-activity
detection [8]. The working mechanism of this study was that three-dimensional (3D)-object-
level information has been generated for detecting luggage and people tracking systems in
real-time public transport areas. Many types of behaviors were trained that were related to
public transport security. Behaviors were fighting, loitering, fainting, and stealing objects
from public datasets. The low computational complexity and the outstanding performance
were taken to experiment with the real-time blob matching technique. The drawback was
that it could only be applied to public area surveillance.

Yet another work was discussed about the unusual movement of human tracking and
detection [9]. A background subtraction method was applied at the frame level of human
detection. Later CNN was used to extract features and further it was fed into the DDBN for
suspicious-activity detection. This work measured accuracy and it was achieved at 90%,
which is not accurate enough. Another work was discussed for education sector video
surveillance [10]. In that study academic suspicious activity such as usage of mobile and
fighting events are detected with two-dimensional (2D) CNN. It could only be applied for
academic suspicious activity and achieved 87.15% accuracy. A threat recognition system for
uncommon activity detection was proposed with DL algorithms like CNN and recurrent
neural network (RNN) [11]. In that study violence and aggression detection in a real-time
dataset was detected. In the instant of time, abnormal events were detected, like public
shootouts and gunfire, before violent consequences happened. It measured accuracy and
loss performance parameters and achieved 96.30% and 1.42% respectively. A 63-layer
DCNN was introduced to detect suspicious activity in the CIFAR-100 dataset. The SoftMax
function was selected for this detection. The activities are pre-trained object detection,
feature extraction, subset optimization followed by entropy coding, and then ant colony
system (ACS). Accuracy was achieved at 97.96%; the suggested name for this framework
was L4-Branched-ActionNet [12].

Interestingly, a work efficiently discussed abnormal behavior detection [13]. In this
work, the authors created LightAnomalyNet as a lightweight framework using 3D CNN
of the DL algorithm. A work has identified a dataset for detecting abnormality of human
action including violent actions, which may be discriminated from normal human action.
Accuracy comparison has been measured from existing work alongside the proposed
LightAnomalyNet. Another study was concerned more about the loss of finance due to
crime activities [14]. This work on crime analysis proposed a 3D CNN of a DL algorithm.
This method was utilized to extract features under the dataset of a daily-based shopping
mall. The suspicious behavior was measured for performance measures such as recall and
precision. Table 1 lists various methods and techniques used to measure suspicious action.
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Table 1. Comparison of different techniques for suspicious-action detection.

Techniques Performance
Parameters Applications Dataset Advantage Drawback

Background subtraction,
CNN, and DDBN

methods [4]
Accuracy Shopping mall Shopping mall

footage
Coined with 3

algorithms Less accuracy

DNN [5] Accuracy
Luggage back

check at transport
area

CCTV footage
DNN-based

frame-by-frame
check

Less accuracy

Real-time blob-matching
technique [8] Complexity Public area

security Public transport Low complexity Only for public
transport

Background subtraction,
CNN, and DDBN

methods [9]
Accuracy Video surveillance Video surveillance Coined with 3

algorithms Less accuracy

2D CNN algorithm [10] Accuracy Educational sector
video surveillance

Academic institute
CCTV footage

2D CNN
prediction Less accuracy

CNN and RNN [11] Accuracy and
loss

Real-world
threat-alert system

128 h of real-world
CCTV recording Threat-alert system

Limited for
violent action

detection

L4-Branched-ActionNet
[12] Accuracy Real work

surveillance CIFAR-100 High accuracy More complexity

3D CNN-based
LightAnomalyNet [13] Accuracy Video surveillance Public dataset Lightweight More space

complexity

3D CNN Recall and
precision Shopping mall Shopping mall More precision Less recall

Work is proposed for human-action recognition (HAR) [15], with two human activity
datasets. The solution proposed here was a skeletal-joint motion. This work was used
for monitoring the elderly, suspicious-people monitoring, and dangerous objects in pub-
lic places. This skeletal-joint motion was activated with image pre-processing and DL
algorithms. Motion sets are limited and their lead drawback. A computer-vision and
image-processing-based solution for the detection of violent activity was discussed [16].
This review work suggested various ML and DL algorithms. A work was created as a
solution for violence-detection techniques for the Internet of Things (IoT) surveillance net-
work for industry. The technique was called artificial intelligence (AI)-assisted vision [17].
Violence-detection (VD) and behavior analysis have been measured with accuracy on
surveillance and non-surveillance datasets. In this work convolutional long short-term
memory (LSTM) was used to extract features based on the violence-detection concept.

Yet another video-analytics-based work was discussed for the security and surveillance
of rail networks to monitor trespasser and suicide actions [18]. As the survey work, it
listed challenges faced to monitor rail networks with video sensors, the merits of such
ideas and demerits caused, etc.; the idea of how to handle personal data as ethics was also
discussed. The object of interest with motion with the scene was identified for roles like
suicide attempter and trespasser. DL models like RNN and CNN were chosen to identify
actions on the railway network alongside visual transformers. Another survey script has
a general human-activity recognition system for a general surveillance system [19,20]. In
this work also, the RNN and CNN of the DL algorithm were introduced for video analytics
to detect human-activity detection. This survey work discussed in-depth video analytics
activities such as video input, segmentation of human detection, presentation and feature
extraction, and finally classification or action recognition.

The general suspicious-action detection mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1. Suspicious-
action detection has three components; they are human detection, feature extraction, and
suspicious-action recognition.
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Figure 1. Overview of suspicious-action detection.

Human tracking: It is a system to track a person on camera. This tracking is also called
re-identification along with behavior analysis with multi-tracking and fragmentation of
tracking. Further, it undergoes track-based feature extraction.

Feature extraction: This feature extraction is based on the type of application for which
suspicious action has to be identified. This includes the opportunity for human action,
communication with another person, opportunity to act, ending sequence, etc.

Suspicious action recognition: This suspicious action can be recognized using different
ML and DL algorithms.

3. Materials and Methods

This work was carried out at the Aarupadai Veedu Institute of Technology, India. The
CNN algorithm has been taken along with proposed ECNN methods for suspicious activity
detection.

The CNN layers:
In this work, it is decided to introduce the ECNN algorithm which is a modification of

the CNN algorithm. In general, CNN has an input layer, convolution layer, pooling layer,
hidden layer, and output layer. The input layer will be pre-processed input as required. The
convolution layer will extract the feature vector value. The pooling layer will maximize,
minimize or average the vector value extracted from the convolution layer. Hidden layers
will be added as required for specific applications additionally. Finally, the output layer will
be introduced to produce output. The ECNN is modified and explained in a further section.

3.1. Proposed Algorithm: ECNN

Detection steps:
The detection steps using the ECNN algorithm are a mechanism of serial functions

starting from video pre-process and ending with predicted results. Figure 2 shows the
mechanism to detect suspicious actions such as shooting-and-stealing human actions with
a trained video dataset as indicated in step 1. Based on the dataset from the pre-processor,
suspicious action can be assessed and detected as illustrated in step 2. Further, feature
extraction is carried out with the proposed ECNN model and it predicts the results, i.e.,
suspicious action if any. Finally, the observed results are compared with the statistical tool.

Figure 2 shows the general steps of suspicious-action detection by accepting input
as video and output as a normal or suspicious action. Initially, surveillance video is
framed continuously and stored in pre-processing initial steps. This initial step will be
performed with the video capture read module in OpenCV. Further, this result is converted
into a grayscale image with the cvtcolour module. Noise removal was achieved with
the GaussianBlur module. Then, as per feature extraction with a max-pooling module of
ECNN, the suspect action will be determined by setting the threshold value as per ReLU
function. Finally, ECNN determines the suspicious action accurately, precisely alongside
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false positives and false negatives. This final step is repeated for N iterations and these
iterated results are analyzed with SPSS for statistical report generation.
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Figure 3 shows the actual steps of the proposed ECNN method. Here the layers of
ECNN have an input layer that can set video input followed by conversion of grayscale
images. Further, this grayscale image is fed to the convolution3D layer to extract features.
Additionally, the inserted LeakyReLU layer sets the threshold to decide suspect or normal
action. This image will be reduced to a small size with max-pooling layer functionality.
Finally, the accuracy, precision, false positive, and false negative are measured at the output
layer of ECNN followed by SPSS statistical analysis.
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Figure 3. ECNN algorithm’s layered working mechanism with video data input and output.

Pre-processing of input image: Initially, trained dataset video would be undergone for
frame extraction and followed by frame pre-processing. As the first step of frame extraction,
the video was captured with a video capture read. This read was stored and checked for
the next frame with Boolean set to either 0 or 1 to check the next frame accordingly. Still,
the Boolean value was set to 0, and frames were stored sequentially. Further, the frame
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pre-processing had been initiated. Here it has converted the image to a grayscale image
with a module named cv.2.cvtColor(). The result of this image is stored as a grayscale
image. There would be noise, which could be removed with the Gaussian blur technique.
This was done with the cv.GaussianBlur() method. Here the width and height of the kernel
have to be set. Also, the standard deviation in the axis of X and Y would be set, which were
X, Y, SigmaX, and SigmaY. The Gaussian blur was effective here when setting 0 as the value
after calculating kernel size. This Gaussian blur was effective in removing frame-imaged
noise. The cv.getGaussianKernel() module was also used. This would be represented as
Equation (1) as follows.

fimg = cv2.imread
(
‘framed image′

)
(1)

where fimg is framed image captured from a video dataset. In a general blur, a function is
utilized to convert the original image into a blur for smoothening and it is represented as
Equation (2).

blurImg = cv2.blur(fimg, (10, 10)) (2)

where blurring is a blurred image. Then actual Gaussian Blur can be applied with Equa-
tion (3).

gausBlur = cv2.GaussianBlur(blurimg, (5, 5), 0) (3)

where blurring is the source image from framed image converted, (5,5) is the size of the
kernel, and 0 is the value of sigmaX set to 0.

Feature extraction with ECNN:
The working mechanism of the proposed ECNN algorithm is described in Figure 3.

This mechanism generates a video dataset from a database, i.e., the input layer, and reads
images of frames once pre-processed video is ready. The Convolution3D layer is a layer
that takes the ‘l’ feature map as input and the ‘k’ feature map as output with filter size n x
m. With the help of this working procedure, it calculates bias for the feature map with the
total number of parameters and it is expressed as Equation (4).

(n ∗m ∗ l + 1)∗k (4)

The Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (leakyReLU) layer is enhanced for CNN, and it is an
activation function. Usually, it measures the slat slope in the activation function during
a negative value with a small slope. The MaxPooling layer is used to reduce image size
dimension. The number input weight is ‘p’ and the number output weight is ‘q’; then the
bias for each output is expressed as in Equation (5).

(p + 1)∗q (5)

Finally, the output layer becomes a fully connected layer based on Equation (5).

3.2. Experiment Setup and System Specification

This experiment was carried out with COLAB of Google using python3, Keras (layers,
models, optimizers, utils, callbacks), and for video processing Opencv3 [21] (with ffmpeg).
The ffmpeg function is a video and audio processing package available in Opencv3 of
python. Data pre-processing: the dataset is set with a repository. Training: train model is
used with running cells and adjacent parameters. Testing: using Algorithm 1 with trained
video to predict suspicious actions. As per the data set specification, the shooting and
stealing actions are recognized. This Algorithm 1 has imported numpy, activation, conv3D,
dense, dropout, flatten, max-pooling of 3D and 2D, leakyReLU, categorical_crossentry,
sequential, adam, np_utils, model checkpoints, model, and input from Keras. Algorithm 1
has defined an enhanced CNN function with sub-functions video input(), conv3D(), and
leakyReLU() repeated twice. This is followed by conv3D (function is called three times
to train video data layer-wise). For each video, 10 frames per second are used with the
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number of epoch 10. In this research experiment, ECNN architecture was used as the
ECNN algorithm. This ECNN algorithm is the step-by-step layers’ functionality of ECNN
architecture.

Algorithm 1: Proposed ECNN algorithm

//call all package
import numpy, Activation, Conv3D, Dense, Dropout, Flatten, MaxPooling3D
import MaxPooling2D, LeakyReLU, categorical_crossentropy
import Sequential, Adam, np_utils, ModelCheckpoint, Model, Input,
define ecnn() // define Enhanced CNN model
{
set Input(video to framed image) // preprocess done
apply Conv3D() function // feature map input is feed to kernel 3 × 3 size as filter
apply LeakyReLU() function // convert negative value to positive value as activation function for
set of vector values for threshold
apply Conv3D() // feature map input is feed to kernel 3 × 3 size as filter
execute LeakyReLU() // convert negative value to positive value as activation function for set of
vector values
}
// parallel compute and train video data
For i = 1 to 3)
{

apply Conv3D() // feature map input is feed to kernel 3 × 3 size as filter

execute LeakyReLU() // convert negative value to positive value as activation
function for set of vector values threshold

apply MaxPooling3D() // extract the maximum value from 3 × 3 vector
apply Conv3D() // feature map input is feed to kernel 3 × 3 size as filter

apply LeakyReLU() // convert negative value to positive value as activation
function for set of vector values threshold

apply MaxPooling3D() // extract the maximum value from 3 × 3 vector
apply Conv3D() // feature map input is feed to kernel 3 × 3 size as filter

execute LeakyReLU() // convert negative value to positive value as activation
function for set of vector values threshold

apply MaxPooling3D() // extract the maximum value from 3 × 3 vector
}
apply conv3D(i) // feature map input is feed to kernel 3 × 3 size as filter
apply MaxPooling3D() // extract the maximum value from 3 × 3 vector
apply Flatten() // from fully convolution of matrix value to vector row
apply Dense() // for each neuron set input, weight and bias and find a output

The working mechanism proposed for the ECNN algorithm is as follows. In this
method, abnormal/suspicious action is detected with Opencv3 (with ffmpeg). This suspi-
cious detection is undergoing the below modules internally and computation of suspicious
activity detection like shooting and stealing. The enhanced CNN works as per the below
explanation [22]. Here residual neural network (ResNet) CNN architecture is followed to
detect suspicious action and it creates classes for the block of CNN. For this suspicious
action detection, the input must be the number of blocks internally.

Data input and video pre-processing: This video dataset is taken as input (file) to
the system subject to pre-processing. This video dataset is treated as an image sequence
and referred to as frames. Internally RGB frames are converted into grayscale, since this
pre-processing has to get the intensity of information of frames instead of apparent color.
Here 3DConvolution takes RGB as 3D. This RGB image has been undergoing optical flow
with pattern identification with objects, surfaces, and edges to retain visual sense. This
RGB image scene is converted into frames with row and column specifications. Finally, the
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movement direction has to find the suspicious object of a video sequence with obstacles
and this procedure will be repeated to detect the next suspicious-action detection.

Optical flow: This pre-processed image of video has to have optical flow computed
for each pixel. This is a pattern to identify the motion of edges, surface, and objects as the
proposed algorithm analyzes visual scenes. This shows the relative motion. This can be
expressed as Equation (6).

OptFlo (r, θ) (6)

where r is the magnitude of the pixel and θ is the direction related to the pixel of the
previous frame. Further OpenCV package dense optical flow is called with a function
called calcOpticalFlowFarneback() with Gunnar Farneback’s algorithm [23,24].

Optical flow of blocks: Once the optical flow is computed for every pixel of a frame,
the frame has to be partitioned M row by N column. Partition is expressed as Equation (7).

P(MxN) (7)

where P is partition. Blocks have to be indexed as M and N in dimensions. This block has
been expressed as Equation (8).

Block ((B1, 1), (B1, 2), . . . . (BM, N)) (8)

Usually, a frame size of 240 × 320 will be divided into 48 blocks; internally each block
size is 20 × 20.

Motion influence map: This module finds the movement direction of a suspicious
object in a video sequence with factors such as obstacles nearby and moving objects. This
above-listed pre-processing, optical flow, optical flow of blocks, and motion influence may
have to be repeated for each suspicious-action recognition.

ECNN feature extraction: ECNN feature extraction has to be carried out. Since the
activity has to be captured with consecutive frames, it is further represented by feature
vector which is expressed as Equation (9).

fv(rxs) (9)

where rxs is blocked over the most recent frame.
Mega block frames: This is a non-overlapping mega block with motion influence

blocks.
Clustering mega block: The suspicious action is concerned with the spatiotemporal

features. It is essential to use code words and it is expressed as Equation (10).

w(i, j) ∗ k(7) (10)

where k is the number of code words, i, j are indexed for mega blocks.
Testing phase: Code-word terms for normal activity and suspicious action are iden-

tified. Now, this has to be tested for suspicious or non-suspicious action for the entire
dataset.

Minimum distance matrix: This is a small phase that constructs matrices for each
mega block. This is a minimum Euclidean distance between each feature vector between
current testing frames with the code word of mega block.

Frame level detection: It is also possible to detect unusual activity with a minimum
distance matrix, if the value of the minimum distance matrix is small; the chance of unusual
activity is less with respective mega blocks. If there is a higher value of the minimum
distance matrix then there is a higher chance of unusual activity.

Pixel level detection: Unusual action is also detected at the pixel level. The initial
threshold value is set. Further, the minimum distance value is compared with the threshold.
If the value is larger, then the prediction of unusual action chance is greater.
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The dataset was collected by the Kaggle DCSASS which is prepared by Sultani et al. [20]
and it consists of 13 classes. In this proposed work, 2 classes are taken and they are the
stealing and shooting classes. This dataset has 16,853 videos or records (9676 videos were
labeled as normal and 7177 videos were labeled as abnormal or anomaly). For the shoot-
ing class, a total of 960 video datasets are trained and tested. Among this count of the
dataset, the shooting class has 960 videos with 304 abnormal videos, and stealing has a
2048 video dataset with 965 abnormal videos. Notably, a total of 10 iterations have been
iterated for each algorithm including the proposed method. For the experiment setup,
80% G power is calculated with an error (alpha) value of 0.05 and a confidence interval of
0.95. This dataset comprises 3008 video records and is divided into two sets, training and
testing. The training set contains 2406 video records and the testing set contains 602 video
records. Below, Figure 4 illustrates the suspicious and non-suspicious ECNN algorithm.
Initially, for training the DCSASS video dataset was taken and trained with ECNN. Before
training, input video was converted into frame extraction and pre-processed with ECNN
algorithm. Then 80% of video dataset records were used for the training phase. Later 20%
of dataset records were used for testing. Tested dataset further classified into suspicious or
non-suspicious actions. Later its accuracy, precision, false positive and false negative were
analyzed with SPSS too.
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Figure 4. Suspicious and non-suspicious action with training and testing procedure.

The above-modularized actions are carried out with Algorithm 1. This algorithm
is performed with the Convolutional 3D layer, LeakyReLU layer, and MaxPooling layer
actions. It detects suspicious activity like shooting and stealing actions from the dataset [16].
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Here, LeakyReLU was applied to protect the exponential growth in the computation in
identifying the sequence of suspicious actions and further operated in all suffixed layers
with the neural network. Hence CNN has been enhanced. If the CNN scales in size, the
computational cost of adding extra ReLUs increases linearly. The epochs trained for this
work at 100 and it will be set as the hyperparameter. Adding LeakyReLU() procedure
limit, this epoch is set to 100. Hence this hyperparameter concerning LeakyReLU () has set
novelty for detecting suspicious action over video surveillance. Figure 5 shows shooting
action in front of a car, inside a living place, in front of a living place, and inside some
commercial or office places. Usually, CNN may set hyperparameters as the number of
hidden layer count and activation function. Here LeakyReLU will be set as an activation
function.
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Figure 6 shows a set of stealing suspicious actions and these stealing suspicious actions
are detected with Algorithm 1 based on a dataset of stealing actions presented in videos.
The suspicious actions are those such as bike stealing, car stealing, and pickpocket events.
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3.3. Performance Parameters for Suspicious-Action Detection

Accuracy is the identification of suspicious activity and it rests on the specific value of
closeness. Usually, it can be measured as follows. True positive (TP)—the actual suspicious
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action video detects a suspicious action. True negative (TN)—the actual video input
does not have suspicious action and the proposed algorithm detects no suspicious action.
False positive (FP)—actual input is not suspicious action but output claims suspicious
action. False negative (FN)—actual input has suspicious action but output claimed as not
suspicious. Accuracy is the ratio between the sum of TP and TN with the addition of TP,
TN, FP, and FN. The descriptions of TP, TN, FP, and FN are illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Suspicious-action detection confusion matrix.

Identification Approach Has Suspicious
Action

Does Not Have Suspicious
Action

Identified as a suspicious action TP FP
Not identified as suspicious FN TN

The measuring accuracy is shown in Equation (11).

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(11)

Further, the precision of suspicious-action detection is the proximity measurement of
action and it is the ratio between TP and the sum of TP and FP. Equation (12) is expressed
for measuring precision.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(12)

Also, the false positive rate (FPR) is the ratio between FP and the sum of FP and TN
and it is represented as Equation (13).

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
(13)

Furthermore, the false negative rate (FNR) is the ratio between FN and the sum of FN
and TP, and it is expressed in Equation (14).

NR =
FN

FN + TP
(11) (14)

Furthermore, the loss is the function that is supposed to compare the target suspicious
action to the predicted suspicious-action values. In general, it is how exactly ECNN trains
the data. The average loss is expressed as Equation (15).

AL(w, b) =
1
m

n

∑
i=i

L(ai, ci)(12) (15)

where AL is the average loss, L is loss, w is weight, b is the bias value, n is the maximum
number of actions trained, a is the target, and c is predicted suspicious actions.

4. Results and Experiment

The suspicious action detection experiment was initiated for the ECNN algorithm
along with the CNN algorithm. Further results generated through algorithms were ana-
lyzed with the SPSS tool. Here four performance parameters are used, which are accuracy,
precision, false positive, and false negative. All these four performance parameters’ values
are listed in Table 3 for 10 iterations.
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Table 3. Iterated performance-value list for accuracy, precision, false positive, and false negative
between ECNN and CNN algorithms.

Algorithm Accuracy Precision FNR FNR

ECNN

98.14 98.54 2.46 1.66

96.07 97.41 3.59 2.59

96.35 95.01 2.99 2.49

94.45 92.78 5.22 5.22

98.02 98.42 1.58 3.58

97.35 95.95 3.05 2.05

98.38 96.98 2.02 3.02

98.01 98.41 2.59 2.59

97.25 97.75 1.25 2.25

96.48 96.18 4.82 3.82

CNN

89.96 87.96 9.04 8.54

91.75 91.75 9.25 8.25

92.98 92.98 8.02 7.02

92.88 93.88 6.12 6.12

93.87 94.97 6.03 5.03

93.75 95.75 5.25 4.25

92.65 92.65 7.35 6.35

96.88 97.88 3.12 4.12

95.88 95.98 4.02 4.02

94.95 94.95 5.05 5.05

4.1. Accuracy between ECNN and CNN

The statistical analysis was carried out to measure the group statistics ECNN and
CNN. Table 4 lists the group statistics information, such as several rounds (N), mean,
standard deviation, and standard error mean, of accuracy parameters for the ECNN and
CNN algorithms. From this table, it is observed that the mean accuracy of ECNN was
97.050% which is higher than the CNN algorithm. Also, the standard deviation of ECNN is
less than CNN. Likewise, the standard error mean of ECNN is also comparatively less than
CNN.

Table 4. Group statistics parameter comparison with accuracy for ECNN and CNN algorithms.

Group Statistics

Algorithm N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Accuracy
ECNN 10 97.050 1.224 0.387

CNN 10 93.555 2.009 0.635

Table 5 lists the independent-sample test values for F, significance, t, df, two-tailed
significance, mean difference, standard error difference, and confidence interval of differ-
ence for ECNN and CNN with equal variance assumed and not assumed for accuracy
comparison. Here the significance value gained was 0.237. This significance value shows
that the accuracy of ECNN appears to be better than CNN as this work has said alpha
value as 0.05.
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Table 5. Independent-sample test significance computation between ECNN and CNN algorithms for
accuracy.

Independent-Samples Test

Levene’s Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-Test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t Df
Sig. (2-
Tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Lower Upper

Accuracy

Equal variances
assumed 1.499 0.237 4.698 18 0.000 3.495 0.744 1.932 5.058

Equal variances
not assumed 4.698 14.872 0.000 3.495 0.744 1.908 5.082

Figure 7 shows the accuracy comparison with error bars for standard deviation (±2)
and confidence interval (95%). This graph claims that the mean accuracy of ECNN is
97.050% and CNN accuracy is 93.555%. The observation clearly shows that the error rate is
less with ECNN compared with the CNN error rate.
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4.2. Precision between ECNN and CNN

Table 6 lists the group statistics information for precision comparison of ECNN and
CNN. This table also clearly shows that mean precision (96.743%), standard deviation
(1.825), and standard error mean (0.577) are better than the CNN group statistics values.

Table 6. Group statistics parameter comparison with precision for ECNN and CNN algorithms.

Group Statistics

Algorithm N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Precision
ECNN 10 96.743 1.825 0.577

CNN 10 93.875 2.752 0.870
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Table 7 lists the precision of ECNN and CNN values processed using an independent-
sample test for equal variances assumed and not assumed. Here the claim concludes that
the significance value of the precision comparison is 0.345 and it appears to be significantly
better. This table also lists the independent-sample test parameters. Figure 8 illustrates the
mean comparison of precision between ECNN and CNN. The mean precision of ECNN is
96.743% which is comparatively better than CNN. Inference claims that a standard error
value for ECNN is less than the CNN standard error value.

Table 7. Independent-sample test significance computation between ECNN and CNN algorithms for
precision.

Independent-Samples Test

Levene’s Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-Test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t Df
Sig. (2-
Tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Lower Upper

Precision

Equal variances
assumed 0.941 0.345 2.747 18 0.013 2.868 1.044 0.674 5.062

Equal variances
not assumed 2.747 15.636 0.015 2.868 1.044 0.650 5.086Electronics 2022, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 21 
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4.3. False Positive between ECNN and CNN

Table 8 shows the group statistics parameters’ values. The observation is claimed that
the false positive mean, standard deviation, and standard error mean are 1.294, 2.957, and
0.409 for ECNN, which are less than for the CNN algorithm. Table 9 lists the parameter
values of an independent-sample test of comparison between ECNN and CNN. The in-
ference is claimed that the significance value of this comparison is 0.116 which concludes
that ECNN performance appears to be slightly better than CNN. This table also represents
the performance parameters such as F, significance, t, df, two-tailed significance, mean
difference, standard error difference, and confidence interval lower and upper range values.
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Table 8. Group statistics parameter comparison for false positive between ECNN and CNN.

Group Statistics

Algorithm N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

False positive ECNN 10 2.957 1.294 0.409

CNN 10 6.325 2.064 0.653

Table 9. Independent-sample test significance computation between ECNN and CNN algorithms for
false positive.

Independent-Samples Test

Levene’s Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-Test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t df
Sig. (2-
Tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Lower Upper

False
positive

Equal variances
assumed 2.731 0.116 −4.372 18 0.000 −3.368 0.770 −4.986 −1.749

Equal variances
not assumed −4.372 15.128 0.001 −3.368 0.770 −5.008 −1.727

Figure 9 illustrates the comparison difference of mean false positive between ECNN
and CNN. The mean false positive of ECNN is 2.957 whereas the mean false positive of
CNN is 6.325. Hence the performance of ECNN employing false positives is high compared
to CNN.
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4.4. False Negative between ECNN and CNN

Table 10 represents the group statistics information for a false-negative comparison
between ECNN and CNN algorithms. The mean false negative for the ECNN algorithm is
2.927% whereas it is 5.875% for the CNN algorithm. Likewise, the standard deviation and
standard error mean are also comparatively less with ECNN than with the CNN algorithm.
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Table 10. Group statistics parameter comparison for false negative between ECNN and CNN.

Group Statistics

Algorithm N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

False
negative

ECNN 10 2.927 1.040 0.329

CNN 10 5.875 1.663 0.526

Table 11 lists the independent-sample test performance information for false negatives
about ECNN and CNN. Here the significance value for comparison is 0.082 which is slightly
higher than 0.05. Hence it has been concluded that ECNN appears to be better than CNN.
From this table, it is observed that the value for equal variance assumed and not assumed
is better for ECNN than for the CNN algorithm.

Table 11. Independent-sample test significance computation between ECNN and CNN for false
negative.

Independent-Samples Test

Levene’s Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-Test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t Df
Sig. (2-
Tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Lower Upper

False
negative

Equal variances
assumed 3.392 0.082 −4.752 18 0.00 −2.948 0.620 −4.251 −1.645

Equal variances
not assumed −4.752 15.108 0.00 −2.948 0.620 −4.269 −1.627

Figure 10 shows a mean false-negative comparison between ECNN and CNN with con-
fidence interval 95% and standard deviation ±2, and Figure 11 illustrates the comparative
results of all four performance parameters’ values.
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5. Discussion

Experiment-generated performance values for accuracy, precision, false positives and
false negatives are noted. These noted values are used to conduct statistical analysis.
This test has generated group statistics tables, independent-sample test tables, graphs
of accuracy, precision, and false-positive and false-negative performance measures. The
video dataset of 3008 videos was iterated 10 times. From this dataset [20] 80% were
trained and 20% were tested. The observation was made as follows from 10 iterations
and cross-validation. The ECNN algorithm mean accuracy, mean precision, mean false-
positive, and mean false-negative rates are observed as 97.050%, 96.743%, 2.957%, and
2.927%, respectively, and these performance values are comparatively greater than the
CNN algorithm mean accuracy, mean precision, mean false-positive, and mean false-
negative rates, and their values are 93.555%, 93.875%, 6.325%, and 5.875%, respectively.
The significant difference between ECNN and CNN for accuracy, precision, false positive,
and false negative is 0.237, 0.345, 0.116, and 0.082, respectively. With this significance value
when compared with the alpha value of 0.05, it is very clear that the ECNN algorithm
appears to be better than the CNN algorithm.

If the accuracy is compared with the DNN algorithm [5] 91.3% on the CCTV dataset, it
is very clear that the proposed ECNN accuracy is better. A study on suspicious activity
by humans [9] measured an accuracy of only 90.00%; hence, almost 8% is more than the
proposed work. Another work with 2D CNN was applied to the CAVIAR dataset in
educational institution surveillance systems and it produced 87.15% accuracy, again almost
11% more than the proposed ECNN. Table 12 lists various suspicious-activity detection
algorithms’ accuracy, including the proposed ECNN algorithm.

In fact, in this work, dataset [20] has been used. For different methods of suspicious-
action detection, the dataset is different. In the future, it has been decided to use a different
variety of datasets to get performance measures. The factors affecting the performance of
this proposed algorithm are more untrained human-action detection due to crowded objects.
This enhanced CNN algorithm would take slightly more complex data when compared
to the CNN algorithm. If the number of iterations is increasing then the performance
parameters’ values are also increasing. Even though various ML algorithms like SVM, DT,
and KNN are used for suspicious-action detection, to gain more performance, DL and
unsupervised algorithms are used nowadays.
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Table 12. Accuracy comparison of proposed ECNN with various existing methods.

Method Dataset Used Detection Information Accuracy

DNN [5] CCTV footage A suspicious activity like
gun shot 91.3%

Background
subtraction, CNN and

DDBN [9]
Video surveillance Suspicious human-action

detection 90.00%

2D CNN [10] CAVIAR dataset Mobile usage, fighting, or
normal 87.15%

LightAnomalyNet
[13] Public dataset Violent action detection 95.28%

Proposed ECNN DCSASS dataset [20] Detecting shooting and
stealing actions 98.38%

6. Conclusions

The need for this proposed ECNN is to measure the performance of suspicious-action
detection like shooting and stealing from surveillance video datasets. The performance
parameters used to measure the conducted experiment were accuracy, precision, false-
positive rate, and false-negative rate. The proposed method’s accuracy, precision, false-
positive rate, and false-negative rate were 98.38%, 98.54%, 1.25%, and 1.66%. The mean
performance measures were also calculated with the SPSS tool. The ECNN algorithm’s
mean accuracy, mean precision, mean false-positive rate, and mean false-negative rate were
observed as 97.050%, 96.743%, 2.957%, and 2.927%, respectively. Hence this experiment
concludes that ECNN performance measures are comparatively better than the CNN
performance measures and this proposed method of ECNN achieved novelty.

This work in the future can be extended to implement in the real world a fully au-
tonomous system for suspicious-action detection by establishing surveillance cameras
in suspected places. When the video data is captured in reality, this mechanism will be
detected immediately and in consequence action can be taken immediately.
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